INTRODUCTION

The history of oil palm in South East Asia harkens back to 1848 when the Dutch brought four seedlings from West Africa to the Bogor Botanical Gardens, Indonesia. They were brought in as ornamentals and not for agriculture (Hunger, 1924; Jagoe 1952). Interestingly, the first oil palm in Malaysia (then Malaya, where Singapore was considered part of Malaya) were those sourced by the Singapore Botanic Gardens in the 1870s from the Royal Botanic Garden in Kew, England (Kushairi et al., 2017). It was not until 1917 that the economic potential of the crop was realised in Malaysia, when Frenchman, Henri Fauconnier, planted the first commercial stand at Tennamaram Estate in Batang Berjuntai, now township Bestari Jaya, Selangor, using seeds from the four Bogor palms in Indonesia (Fauconnier, 1948; Kushairi et al., 2017).

The declining price of rubber, then the major crop in the country, saw the oil palm industry gain momentum in the early 1930s, although there was a hiatus in its expansion in the Second World War (Kushairi et al., 2017). However, from the 1960s the industry took off with the area increasing more than 100-fold from a mere 55 000 ha to 5.74 million hectares in 2016 (Nambiappan et al., 2018). The climate in South East Asia (particularly in Malaysia and Indonesia) – having sufficient rainfall which is evenly distributed and good sunshine - is ideal for the crop which produces more than double its yield in its African homeland.
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ABSTRACT

The oil palm, from West Africa, has greatly contributed to the economy of Malaysia, especially in raising the living standards of the rural population. The crop has also helped satisfy the growing need for oils and fats by the ever-increasing world population. Nevertheless, the palm oil industry is now at the cross-roads, facing serious challenges in its declining yield brought on by issues such as climate change, shortage of labour and arable land. Modern biotechnology, which can differentiate between high performing and low performing palms in the nursery prior to field planting can help in addressing some of these challenges, especially by improving the crop’s productivity. This article relates the historical development of the industry in Malaysia, its contribution to the country’s economy and explores how science and technology are necessary for its long-term sustainable development. In line with this, a simple economic model demonstrates the feasibility of applying DNA testing to reduce low yielding non-tenera contamination in commercial fields.
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INTRODUCTION

The history of oil palm in South East Asia harkens back to 1848 when the Dutch brought four seedlings from West Africa to the Bogor Botanical Gardens, Indonesia. They were brought in as ornamentals and not for agriculture (Hunger, 1924; Jagoe 1952). Interestingly, the first oil palm in Malaysia (then Malaya, where Singapore was considered part of Malaya) were those sourced by the Singapore Botanic Gardens in the 1870s from the Royal Botanic Garden in Kew, England (Kushairi et al., 2017). It was not until 1917 that the economic potential of the crop was realised in Malaysia, when Frenchman, Henri Fauconnier, planted the first commercial stand at Tennamaram Estate in Batang Berjuntai, now township Bestari Jaya, Selangor, using seeds from the four Bogor palms in Indonesia (Fauconnier, 1948; Kushairi et al., 2017).

The declining price of rubber, then the major crop in the country, saw the oil palm industry gain momentum in the early 1930s, although there was a hiatus in its expansion in the Second World War (Kushairi et al., 2017). However, from the 1960s the industry took off with the area increasing more than 100-fold from a mere 55 000 ha to 5.74 million hectares in 2016 (Nambiappan et al., 2018). The climate in South East Asia (particularly in Malaysia and Indonesia) – having sufficient rainfall which is evenly distributed and good sunshine - is ideal for the crop which produces more than double its yield in its African homeland.
HIGH PRODUCTIVITY AND DEMAND FOR EDIBLE OILS FUEL GROWTH OF THE OIL PALM INDUSTRY

Malaysia’s attempt to diversify its agriculture (from mainly rubber) in the 1960s was behind the rapid growth of the oil palm industry (Basiron, 2007). Its expansion was aided by the replanting of rubber and other crops with oil palm, as it was considered an extremely profitable crop with oil yield of up to 10 times those of other competing vegetable oil crops (like soyabean and rapeseed) per unit land area (Nambiappan et al., 2018). This inherent high productivity is the reason why palm oil now accounts for approximately one third of the oils and fats produced worldwide (Kushairi et al., 2019), despite being planted on merely 5% of the total area dedicated to the production of vegetable edible oils. In fact, being the most productive vegetable oil crop, makes oil palm the ideal choice to meet the increasing demand for oils and fats by the ever-expanding world population, which is expected to exceed 9 billion by 2050 (Béné et al., 2015). The projected rise in the living standards and income of the growing population is also expected to fuel additional requirement for palm oil, as an increase in affluence raises the demand for oils and fats in the daily diet (Murphy, 2014). This is already being observed in some major palm oil importing countries like India, where vegetable oil consumption per capita rose by >90% due to rising income (Murphy, 2007). In fact, Tzachor (2019) predicts that by 2030 a significant proportion of the population (~4.9 billion) will be categorised as middle class, with substantial change in dietary habits, which will likely include increase in the consumption of oils and fats. Currently, Malaysia and Indonesia together account for 85% of the world production of palm oil, making South East Asia the most important region in the world to meet the growing demand for edible oils and fats (Alam et al., 2015).

Contribution of Oil Palm to Malaysia’s Economic and Social Development

As a developing country, Malaysia sought to improve the economic life of its rural population and agriculture was seen as a key means to this end. For example, resettlement schemes such as the Federal Land Development Authority (Felda) were established as projects to grant land and farming jobs to the landless poor who were living below the poverty level. The establishment of resettlement schemes was in part also fuelled by the World Bank which saw the potential in Malaysia’s agriculture sector to uplift the living standard of rural families (Takata, 2008). The first resettlement schemes planted rubber, but with its falling prices in the 1980s (Barlow, 1997), subsequent schemes relied more heavily on oil palm. The shift from rubber to oil palm demonstrated dynamism in the economic viability and sustainability of replanting schemes, which successfully transformed poor rural agriculture-based settlements into near-urban like towns, with much improved amenities (Barau and Said, 2016). The progressiveness of the resettlement schemes was also evident when by the end of the 1980s opening of new schemes was halted (Sutton, 1989), inadvertently contributing to sustainability practices. Today, smallholders, many in Felda schemes, account for almost 40% of the oil palm area in the country (Alam et al., 2015) and rely on the crop for their daily livelihood. Cultivation of oil palm by the different sectors in Malaysia is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private plantations/Estates</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government schemes</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Felda, Risda, Felcra)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent smallholders*</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State schemes/Government agencies</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Independent smallholders were one of the fastest growing sectors in the industry until 2017.
Felda - Federal Land Development Authority; RISDA - Rubber Industry Smallholders Development Authority; Felcra - Federal Land Consolidation and Rehabilitation Authority.

Source: Ab Rahman et al. (2008); MPOB (2019); (2020).

The economic success of oil palm in raising the living standards of the rural population is seen in the fact that it contributes 5%–7% to the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Nambiappan et al., 2018). It is also an important source of employment with over 570 000 employed directly in the industry (Shukoor et al., 2018). With exports of palm oil and its related products exceeding RM60 billion in 2018 (MPOB, 2019), the crop is also a major foreign exchange earner for the country. Despite the occasional hiccups from its low price and low yield due to the weather and...
other reasons, export earnings from palm oil and its products have been generally consistent as indicated in Figure 1. In fact, the average annual revenue from palm oil and its products over the last six years has been approximately RM66.98 billion (Figure 1), a major source of income to the country. The success of the industry lies on the fact that palm oil is highly valued not only as a food, but also has non-food applications, especially in oleochemicals (Parveez et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2015). More recently, palm oil has also gained popularity in the European Union (EU) as a feedstock for biodiesel (Ivancic and Koh, 2016).

### Commercial Cultivation of Oil Palm - A Breakthrough in the Belgian Congo Lays the Foundation for Improved Yields

The oil palm that is commercially cultivated today is the tenera, which has thin-shell fruit. It is a hybrid from crossing the thick-shell dura and shell-less pisifera (Figure 2). The thin shell of the tenera fruit allows it to produce more mesocarp, the oil-bearing tissue, and that is why tenera has 30% more oil than dura (Corley and Lee, 1992). The shell-less pisifera, on the other hand, is usually female sterile, and does not typically produce bunches (Singh et al., 2013a). For this reason, pisifera is usually

![Figure 1. Export earnings from palm oil and its products (2014-2019).](source: MPOB (2020))

![Figure 2. The three fruit forms of oil palm. Tenera is a hybrid of dura and pisifera and due its thinner shell, has more of the orange fleshy oil-bearing mesocarp than dura to produce more oil. Pisifera is normally female sterile and does not usually produce bunches.](source: MPOB (2020))
used as the pollen source (male palm) and *dura* the female parent to produce the hybrid *tenera*.

The early plantations in Malaysia (up to end of 1950s) cultivated pure populations of *dura*, where nearly all palms produced fruit, although they had the less desirable thick shell and thin mesocarp. Interestingly, up to this period some plantations also cultivated palms arising from *dura* × *tenera* crosses (Rajanaidu and Jalani, 1994), which gave a mixture of *dura* and *tenera* palms. However, this was to change due to a discovery made in the 1940s by two European breeders in the Democratic Republic of Congo (then Belgian Congo). These two breeders established that the oil palm has three fruit forms controlled by variants of a single gene, and that crossing the thick-shell *dura* and the shell-less *pisifera* produces palms with the desirable thin-shell *tenera* trait (Beirnaert and Vanderweyden, 1941). Mostly, the fruit of *tenera* was smaller than that of *dura*, less impressive, but with less shell and more mesocarp it actually produced more oil, although it was not established at that time how much more.

This finding was eventually adopted in Malaysian plantations in the 1960s, where the intent from that point forward was to only plant *tenera*. This was also helped by the fact that the new screw press, then recently introduced to express oil from the palm fruits in the 1950s, was more suited to the thin-shell *tenera* fruit (Ornelas, 2000). The planting of *tenera* is considered by many as the ‘first wave’ of yield improvements that helped the industry gain a strong footing in Malaysia (Davidson, 1993).

Malaysian breeders began to develop and maintain separate female (*dura*) and male (*pisifera*) populations. These breeding materials were further improved by selecting within *dura* × *dura* and *tenera* × *tenera* or *tenera* × *pisifera* crosses. Subsequently, selected *dura* and *pisifera* lines were crossed with the intention to produce seeds of high performing *tenera* palms in commercial fields. The breeders were aware that not all of the *dura* by *pisifera* crosses were ‘acceptable’ and as such, progeny testing was carried out to determine potentially good parental pairs. In progeny testing trials the offspring were planted and monitored for yield and other performance traits to determine if the parental pairing was suitable for future seed production. This passion for quality control is one of the reasons why Malaysia became a world leader in oil palm cultivation (Basiron, 2007).

**Brief Overview of Oil Palm Commercial Seed Production**

Commercial cultivation of oil palm begins with seed production from selected *dura* (female) and *pisifera* (male) lines. Currently, there are approximately 24 licensed seed producers in Malaysia, who collectively met the requirement for producing 47.7 million seeds on average from 2016-2019 (MPOB, 2019; 2020). The commercial seeds have to meet the Standards and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM) standard, MS157 (Rao and Chang, 2018) which is updated regularly. Basically, there are known good palms, or even lines, for both male and female parents. The parental palms have also to satisfy MS157, i.e. they must meet or exceed minimum quality to be used. Pollen from the male palm (*pisifera*) is collected and used to pollinate the female palm (*dura*). The oil palm flowers are borne in inflorescences, and each female flower successfully pollinated will become a seed. The pollinated inflorescence will ripen into a bunch with about 1500-2000 seeds for palms at 10-15 years old (Corley and Tinker, 2008). The pollination is done under strict controlled conditions (Donough et al., 1993) to prevent contamination by stray pollen.

The bunch, on harvest, is brought to the seed laboratory where the seeds are extracted (fruits stripped from the bunch and the mesocarp removed) and stored in refrigerated conditions (Kelanaputra et al., 2018). When an order for the seeds is received, they are subjected to heat treatment to overcome their natural recalcitrance to germination. The whole process from pollination to germination takes about 24 months (Rao and Chang, 2014) without storage. A seed production facility can process up to 100 bunches per day (depending on its capacity) and all seeds from a particular bunch are tagged and kept separately from seeds of other bunches. As such, considerable effort is spent on managing and tracking all samples in a seed production facility. The germinated seeds are planted in polybags in the nursery for 10-12 months before field planting. The palm will bear its first fruit in three years (Singh et al., 2013a). It is only at this time that it is possible to ascertain the fruit type of the palms and assess any contamination of the seed batch by other fruit forms.

Corley (2005) explained how the pollination process can go wrong, and contamination occurs. Some contamination usually occurs (Rao et al., 1994; Hama-Ali et al., 2015) and is acceptable at a low level. The SIRIM standard allows for up to 5% contamination, which acts as a quality guide for oil palm seed producers. However, until recently determining the level of contamination was only possible 4-5 years after purchasing the seeds, when the palms in the field had fruited, by which time it was almost impossible to determine which batch of seeds was contaminated. As such, an assay to differentiate the three fruit forms early, before field planting, would be useful to overcome the contamination. This is just lately available and still in its infancy.
MAJOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D) BREAKTHROUGH BY MPOB

A major R&D breakthrough was made by MPOB in 2013, when it decoded the oil palm genome (Singh et al., 2013b), and discovered the ‘shell gene’ and the genetic mechanism of differentiation between the three fruit forms (Singh et al., 2013a). This discovery allowed MPOB and Orion BioSains Sdn Bhd to develop a simple test to ascertain with near perfect accuracy the fruit form of a palm from its deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), even from a seed years before its palm fruits (Low et al., 2016; Lakey et al., 2017; Low et al., 2018). Thus, planting materials can be tested before field planting for their fidelity.

With the DNA test, MPOB and its commercial partner surveyed independent smallholders who normally get their planting materials from nurseries (Ooi et al., 2016) for the contamination in their palms. There were earlier reports like, for example, Oberthür et al. (2012) of up to 40% contamination by typing their mature palms. Ooi et al. (2016) used SHELL DNA testing to assess 57 sites across all Malaysia, sampling >10 000 palms and found 10.9% contamination, twice the SIRIM standard. Indeed, one nursery sold >60% non-tenera palms, and 12 sites had >15% contaminants, confirming the earlier observation by Oberthür et al. (2012). The results were alarming, as it was generally assumed that the contamination of the past had been contained with sufficient quality control measures (Corley, 2005).

Rao et al. (1994) and Oberthür et al. (2012) estimated that the oil extraction rate (OER) from fresh fruit bunches (FFB) will fall ~0.5% for every 10% dura contamination rate. In fact, one of the problems plaguing the Malaysian oil palm industry is its yield stagnation or even decline over the last decade (Figure 3). Although production has increased, this was due to the expansion in area and not by yield, and planting material contamination may be a contributing factor to this (Lakey et al., 2017).

What was clear from Ooi et al. (2016) is that non-tenera contamination can now be assessed readily, from the palm DNA, even from seedlings. More importantly, the study showed that non-tenera contamination was an issue in the industry, although the severity across the different sectors has yet to be investigated (Rao, 2016). The next obvious question is that if the non-tenera contamination, observed at 10.9%, is problematic, does the industry need to take action? To answer this question, looking only at the independent smallholder sector (15% of oil palm planted area), Ooi et al. (2016) did an economic analysis and found that with a 10.9% contamination, the country suffered substantial economic losses of >RM1 billion annually from lower yields in the sector. This suggests that the use of modern biotechnology techniques, such as DNA testing to remove non-tenera contamination, can improve the overall industry productivity.

Impact of Drop in Productivity

The importance of having the best planting material, especially for oil palm, is due to its vulnerability to many factors, including weather. In Figure 3, it was obvious that in 2016, oil palm suffered a drop in production due to the El Nino weather phenomenon, which brought a long period of dry and hot weather in South East Asia at the

![Figure 3. Palm oil yield/ha in Malaysia (2013-2019). A general steady decline is observed and contamination of planting material could be a contributory factor. The sharp decline in 2016 was due to an El Nino that reduced rainfall to stress the palms (Kamil and Omar, 2017).](articledata.png)
end of 2015 and early 2016 (Kamil and Omar, 2017). This resulted in a 13% drop in crude palm oil (CPO) production in 2016 compared to 2015, causing a shortage with the assumption that demand was unchanged. The supply curve shifted to the left, which resulted in a price increase (Figure 4). CPO prices rose to RM2653 t⁻¹ on average in 2016, an increase of 23% compared to 2015. Although export revenue for the country saw an increase of 7.3% (due to the higher CPO price) (MPOB, 2017), this was a temporary gain, as higher CPO prices result in palm oil being less competitive than other vegetable oils. The vulnerability of the oil palm industry to such factors can be minimised to some extent if biotechnology tools are infused to ensure the best genotypes are identified and planted.

**Figure 4.** Shortage of palm oil supply in 2016, caused the supply curve (S₂) to shift to the left (S₁). Price increased to RM2653 t⁻¹ (Pe₂) from RM2153.50 (Pe₁). Quantity supplied dropped from Qe₂ to Qe₁, to reach equilibrium at point a, with the assumption that demand for palm oil remained unchanged.

**Improving Agricultural Productivity with Infusion of Modern Technology**

The year 2008 saw a global food crisis (Lusser et al., 2012) that reinforced the need to use modern biotechnology to innovate agriculture. This is even more necessary when the world population is expected to increase to 9.1 billion by 2050, with the projected food production to increase over 70% from 2005-2050 to cater to the added demand (Tomlinson, 2013). Innovation in agriculture is even more critical now that the availability of more land to farm is limited. The way to go is either by producing new and improved varieties or selecting the best materials for planting – to give increased yields and be more tolerant to pests and diseases and resilient to climate change.

Broadly, modern biotechnology will be used to produce better plants, either by genetically engineering them or by assisting conventional breeding using DNA diagnostic tools. Genetically engineered crops are gaining popularity with already an estimated 11% of the world’s crops being such (Sandin and Moula, 2015). Some of the major successes are soyabean (82% genetically modified - GM), cotton (68% GM), maize (30% GM) and canola (25% GM) (James, 2014). However, there remains opposition to GM foods, especially in the European Union and Africa, mainly on the grounds of human health and the environment (Sandin and Moula, 2015). Basically, the opposition stems from a lack of understanding of the technology and this has led to overly stringent requirements for GM products to be released. Recent developments, especially gene editing to hasten genetic gain, appears less controversial. Nevertheless, the European Court of Justice recently ruled that even the products of gene editing would have to go through the same regulatory process as GM crops, which has dampened enthusiasm for the tool (Urnov et al., 2018).

Oil palm is currently GM-free and palm oil products are spared the regulatory burden of genetically modified organisms. This is, at present, an advantage as the industry can focus on other more pressing issues, such as the environmental concerns in its planting. In order to improve oil palm yield and tackle pests and diseases as well as climate change, the focus is to improve current conventional breeding techniques by using DNA-based diagnostic assays (Sambanthamurthi et al., 2009). The assays basically identify in a collection, the individuals/cultivars/varieties that outperform without the need for extensive field trials, saving time and resources in otherwise ponderous efforts to develop new planting materials (Bevan et al., 2017). This does not require genetically modifying the plant, merely selecting the best from the existing natural variation. It is therefore less controversial as it is basically just fine tuning the selection process that humans have been doing for ages.

However, to apply a DNA-based diagnostic assay, several criteria have to be established. The first is that the specific DNA signal linked to the trait being selected for must first have been scientifically established and validated by independent parties. Accuracy of the assay developed from the association of the trait to a DNA signal is the next important requirement especially in applying it in a commercial setting (Vanderzande et al., 2018). Finally, DNA based selection must be economically feasible for it to be viable in large scale application.

In the case of the oil palm SHELL gene, Singh et al. (2013a) clearly showed the association of the trait with a gene, which was validated in many independent studies (Reyes et al., 2015; Babu...
et al., 2017). Subsequently Ooi et al. (2016); Lakey et al. (2017) and more recently Singh et al. (2020) demonstrated the accuracy of the oil palm DNA assay to differentiate *dura*, *tenera* and *pisifera* palms. The economic losses due to the non-*tenera* palms present in current commercial fields was also predicted by Ooi et al. (2016). However, a simple analysis that shows the gains to be obtained in terms of CPO and palm kernel (PK) yield, if DNA testing is implemented to reduce non-*tenera* contamination, will be useful in assessing the feasibility of using DNA testing.

**Economic Feasibility of Removing Non-*tenera* Palms Using DNA Assay**

This study used the Malaysian national statistics for oil palm in 2017 (MPOB, 2018) to carry out the analysis. The statistics of 2017 were used in this case study, as the oil palm plantings in 2017 will likely more accurately mimic the contamination rates observed by Ooi et al. (2016). To evaluate gains from DNA testing, we carried out a two-scenario analysis - the first being that the area planted in 2017 had the level of contamination reported by Ooi et al. (2016), that is 8.09% *dura* and 1.3% *pisifera*. The second scenario was a hypothetical situation, where all the palms planted in 2017 had been tested and the contamination rate was brought down to 0.5%. Another assumption made was that since contamination was reduced to as low as 0.5% after testing, it was limited to *dura*, where *pisifera* contamination was removed altogether from the system, as its levels were much lower to start with. Contamination was kept at 0.5% *dura* and not 0%, as it was our opinion that any test implemented in a biological system, for whatever reason, will not achieve zero perfection. The difference in the monetary value of CPO and PK production between the two scenarios reflected the financial losses incurred by the industry due to the contamination of non-*tenera* planting materials in commercial fields. The industry statistics used for the economics analysis is summarised below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total matured area</th>
<th>5 110 713 ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total CPO production</td>
<td>19.9 million tonnes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2. THE ESTIMATED CRUDE PALM OIL (CPO) AND PALM KERNEL (PK) YIELD FOR *Dura*, *Tenera* AND *Pisifera* PALMS IN 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate (%)</th>
<th>Area (ha)</th>
<th>CPO yield (million tonnes)</th>
<th>CPO yield t ha(^{-1})</th>
<th>PK yield (million tonnes)</th>
<th>PK yield t ha(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Tenera</em></td>
<td>90.61</td>
<td>4 630 817</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dura</em></td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>413 457</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pisifera</em></td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>66 439</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 110 713</strong></td>
<td><strong>19.9</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Although the total area planted in 2017 was recorded as 5.8 million hectares (MPOB 2018), the 5.1 million hectares represents the total mature area, consisting of oil palm producing CPO and PK. Table 2 below further summarises the total mature area planted with the three different fruit forms, adjusted for *dura* and *pisifera* contamination, and their respective CPO and PK yields.

It was presumed that 90.61% of the area (4.6 million hectares) in 2017 was planted with *tenera* palms while the remainder with *dura* (8.09%, 0.4 million hectares) and *pisifera* (1.3%, 0.07 million hectares) palms. Only 98.7% of the matured area, (minus the 1.3% *pisifera*) totalling 5 044 274 ha produced the 19.9 million tonnes of CPO in 2017. The *dura* hectarage should have ideally contributed 1.63 million tonnes of the total CPO yield of 2017, based on the matured area without *pisifera* palms. However, as *dura* only produces 70% of the yield observed in *tenera* palms, the hectarage in actual fact only contributed 1.1 million tonnes, while the remainder 18.8 million tonnes were likely contributed by the area planted with *tenera* palms. The total CPO yield for the area planted with *tenera* and *dura* also allowed the estimation of the yield/ha for both fruit forms, where the difference, as expected, was close to 70%. Total PK yield is usually a quarter of the CPO yield (Van Gelder, 2004).

Based on the above statistics, the CPO and PK produced under the two scenarios outlined above is summarised in Table 3. In the first scenario where palms are planted without testing, the CPO and PK produced in 2017 were almost similar to the official statistics reported (MPOB, 2018). Considering the price for CPO and PK in 2017, the total income was approximately RM68 billion. In the hypothetical scenario where testing was carried out and *dura* contamination was reduced to 0.5%, the total income generated increased to RM70.6 billion, a gain of approximately RM2.6 billion yr\(^{-1}\). Removing non-*tenera* contamination using the DNA based assay...
increases CPO and PK production to more than double that estimated by Ooi et al. (2016), which suggests a potentially significant impact on the national economy if implemented by the industry. The increase in profitability will also result in additional tax gains to the Government. The added benefit of DNA testing, is that all agriculture inputs (fertiliser, pest control) are applied on palms that can inherently provide optimal yields. Moving forward, it will be interesting to carry out the analysis by taking into account that the total hectarage consists of palms at different age groups and as such, have varying yield profiles.

DNA and/or protein-based diagnoses are most widely used in medical sciences for the early detection of cancer, especially breast, cervical and colorectal cancer (Molparia et al., 2018; Krieger et al., 2018). DNA-based testing for early detection of cancer or other human diseases is not carried out at present on an entire population, but rather on individuals as recommended by the medical practitioners or by select groups who are aware of and can afford the testing (Foulkes et al., 2016). Although the initial cost of testing and early treatment (if required) can be high (Issa and Noureddine, 2017), the long-term savings to the individual and health care system can be substantial. The use of DNA tests in crops like oil palm has generally lagged in independent nurseries, DNA testing will allow materials to achieve a higher standard (99.5% purity) than the current benchmark set by SIRIM (95% purity), resulting in quality perception that exceeds customer expectations as shown in Figure 5. If Malaysia takes the lead in implementing DNA testing, the country will establish the bench-mark for quality oil palm planting material globally and help cement Malaysia’s role as the world leader in oil palm innovation.

Quality Perception of DNA Tested Planting Material

As the producers of oil palm planting materials also sell their product to other companies and independent nurseries, DNA testing will allow their materials to achieve a higher standard (99.5% purity) than the current benchmark set by SIRIM (95% purity), resulting in quality perception that will exceed customer expectations as shown in Figure 5. If Malaysia takes the lead in implementing DNA testing, the country will establish the bench-mark for quality oil palm planting material globally and help cement Malaysia’s role as the world leader in oil palm innovation.

| TABLE 3. SIMPLE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LOSSES SUFFERED BY INDUSTRY DUE TO LOWER CRUDE PALM OIL (CPO) AND PALM KERNEL (PK) PRODUCTION CAUSED BY NON-Tenera CONTAMINATION |
|---------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
| Actual CPO production in 2017   | 19.9 million tonnes               |
| Estimated CPO from tenera palms | 18.8 million tonnes               |
| Estimated CPO from dura palms   | 1.1 million tonnes                |
| Income 1 (A)                    | RM55 435 498 173                  |
| Tenera area after screening     | 5 085 159 ha                      |
| Dura area after screening (0.5%)| 25 554 ha                         |
| CPO production after screening  | 20.7 million tonnes               |
| Estimated CPO from tenera palms | 20.6 million tonnes               |
| Estimated CPO from dura palms   | 0.07 million tonnes               |
| Income 2 (B)                    | RM57 629 115 586                  |
| Estimated loss (A-B)            | (RM2 193 617 413)                 |
| Actual PK production in 2017    | 5 million tonnes                  |
| Estimated PK from tenera palms  | 4.7 million tonnes                |
| Estimated PK from dura palms    | 0.3 million tonnes                |
| Income 1 (C)                    | RM12 556 637 096                  |
| Tenera area after screening     | 5 085 159 ha                      |
| Dura area after screening (0.5%)| 25 554 ha                         |
| PK production after screening   | 5.14 million tonnes               |
| Estimated PK from tenera palms  | 5.13 million tonnes               |
| Estimated PK from dura palms    | 0.0017 million tonnes             |
| Income 2 (D)                    | RM13 052 471 527                  |
| Estimated loss (C-D)            | (RM496 834 431)                   |

Note: Total gain by removing non-tenera contamination = RM2.69 billion.
Selecting the most appropriate stage to apply DNA testing for making informed decisions will influence its successful implementation. Wannemuehler et al. (2020) had demonstrated that incorporating DNA based technology in strawberry was most cost-effective when implemented at the end of seedling trials, instead of at the greenhouse stage. The cost incurred (labour and maintenance) at the greenhouse stage was lower than applying DNA selection at this early stage of strawberry breeding programmes. However, the greenhouse stage was considered the most optimal and cost-effective period to apply DNA based testing in apple, due to its long juvenile phase where the labour and other associated costs are high in conventional programmes, making DNA based selection attractive (Wannemuehler et al., 2019).

Similarly, the cost-effectiveness of testing will be a huge determinant on whether the industry adopts DNA assay for reducing non-tenera contamination. As such, any way to lower the cost without compromising the rigour of testing should be identified/adopted (e.g., using seeds or plantlets instead of field palms) for the DNA analysis. To evaluate the best material to carry out the analysis, it is important to assess the whole process in producing commercial planting materials, as summarised in Figure 6.

Seeds from individual bunches are kept separate until germination. It is only after germination that the seeds from different batches are mixed for sale. Currently, testing at both the seed and nursery stages is technically possible (Lakey et al., 2017; Low et al., 2018), although nursery testing is more convenient due to easier access. A simple analysis (Table 4) demonstrates that testing seeds in the seed production facility is 21% the cost of testing seedlings in the main nursery. The main reason is that a statistical sample of 10% of a seed bunch (or a maximum of 100 seeds/bunch) should be sufficient to predict the contamination rate for the bunch (Lakey et al., 2017; Low et al., 2018). In addition, there will be other substantial savings, as contaminated bunches can be rejected before downstream investments are made in the germination, prenursery and main nursery stages. Furthermore, clearing up the supply chain earlier also has additional benefits – it is easier to trace the source of problem and rectify it.

**Adoption of DNA Testing by the Oil Palm Industry**

Economic sustainability requires increase in productivity (yield/ha), lower production costs and stable commodity prices. R&D has been tailored to reduce production cost (e.g., introduction of mechanisation) and increase yields (improved planting material) in order to minimise the effect of fluctuating commodity prices, that are dictated by the free market and beyond the control of the industry. Although the cost of production for oil palm on a per hectare basis is lower than that of soyabean and rapeseed (Zimmer, 2016), it is rapidly increasing for oil palm, especially due to rise in fertiliser and labour cost (Wahid and Simeh, 2009). The rise in production cost has to be compensated by the increase in CPO and PK yields/ha. This is possible, among other factors through the utilisation of improved planting material, and also by making sure that only the hybrids (DxP or tenera) derived from the selected dura and pisifera parental material are planted. This also ensures that the inputs that contribute to cost of production (e.g., fertiliser) are only supporting palms that have the genetic potential to produce maximum yield. The presence of non-tenera contamination in commercial fields that contributes to significant decline in CPO and PK production suggests that there is a strong basis for the industry to adopt DNA based diagnostic assay to remove undesired palms before field planting.

However, an understanding of how the industry is structured may explain why potential adoption of the technology or other DNA based technologies in the future may face some resistance. Currently,
Figure 6. Process flow in commercial oil palm seed production. (A) Pollination; (B) Bunches brought to lab for germination and kept separate; (C) - (D) Upon germination, seeds are individually checked to cull abnormals; (E) - (G) Sowing of germinated seeds in pre-nursery and subsequent movement of seeds from nursery to field. Prior to sowing in the pre-nursery, seeds from the different bunches are kept separate.

### TABLE 4. RELATIVE COST ANALYSIS OF SEEDLINGS (in the nursery) OR TESTING SEEDS (at the seed production facility)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing stage</th>
<th>Assumptions</th>
<th>Number of nursery samples tested</th>
<th>Cost of genetic test/sample</th>
<th>Total test cost</th>
<th>Cost of testing per palm for field planting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaf testing of seedlings in nursery</td>
<td>i. Testing done after completion of culling exercise</td>
<td>16 100</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>16 100X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. 10% extra samples tested to accommodate non-tenera contamination</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch by bunch testing of seeds at production facility</td>
<td>i. Each bunch contains 1 000 seeds</td>
<td>Number of bunches: 33</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3 300X</td>
<td>3 300X/15 600X = 21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. 10% of seeds tested (Lakey et al., 2017)</td>
<td>No. seeds tested: 3 300</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii. 20% extra bunches tested as 80% bunches pass test (non-tenera contamination below 0.5%).</td>
<td>Number of bunches that pass (80%): 26 (26 000 seeds)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3 300X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iv. 40% of seeds either do not germinate, used for testing and are subsequently culled in the nursery</td>
<td>Number that proceed to field planting (60%): 15 600</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *To provide ~14 600 palms to plant a 100 ha area (146 palm ha⁻¹).
less than 10% of the companies engaged in oil palm cultivation in Malaysia are fully integrated, with the relevant upstream (including seed production facility) and downstream activities as illustrated in Figure 7.

If non-
tenera contamination is to be removed, the burden will likely fall on the R&D department, that has to absorb the cost of screening either at the seed production facility or in the nursery, to make sure breeding and commercial fields are free of contamination. However, the benefit of testing will largely be obtained by the downstream sector, which will enjoy higher CPO and PK yields from the lower rates of non-
tenera contamination. As such, if testing is to be incorporated into the system, commitment is required from higher management for the burden of testing to be shared across all sectors (upstream and downstream) of an integrated company.

Plantation companies that do not have downstream activities, can only accommodate the cost of testing, if mills that accept their FFB are willing to pay the additional cost that guarantees higher CPO and PK yields. Most impacted are independent smallholders who likely will have to pay more for ‘DNA tested planting material’, with the hope that their FFB can fetch a higher price in anticipation of higher oil yield. Since these smallholders are small scale producers (in terms of FFB), they do not have the capacity to negotiate with dealers or with mills and have to accept the price offered for their produce. As such, an appropriate industry-wide strategy, that builds a strong commitment to obtain the benefits of DNA testing is required. Without a concerted effort and a commitment to change by all stakeholders, DNA testing at present and in the future (DNA testing for other traits) will not receive the same acceptance as seen in other vegetable oil crops.

CONCLUSION

Malaysia has been the world leader in oil palm R&D innovation and together with Indonesia, produces more than 85% of world palm oil. Malaysia’s success has been mostly attributed to its superior field and management practices, apart from the excellent R&D efforts, which have been shared with other oil palm growing countries. MPOB’s ground-breaking research in oil palm genomics, which led to discovery of the shell gene, which is now developed into a DNA diagnostic tool, paves the way for Malaysia to introduce modern biotechnology approaches to improve oil palm productivity. Since the availability of new land for oil palm cultivation in Malaysia is now limited, and, indeed, may even be shrinking from other uses like urbanisation, the only way forward for the industry is to increase its productivity from the existing area. For this, the need for new biotechnology tools is evident as this study revealed that non-
tenera contamination (by plants with inferior yields) can be almost two-fold higher than that permissible by SIRIM for oil palm planting materials. As the industry faces serious labour shortage, its quality control in the production of commercial planting materials may be compromised. To arrest the problem, modern biotechnology can be invoked, such as by using the shell gene technology as a quality control tool to ensure the long-term sustainability of the industry. Although the present analysis has clearly demonstrated that adopting DNA testing is financially viable for the industry, the study argues that technological adoption, despite its many benefits, may face resistance from industry. An appropriate industry-wide strategy that facilitates adoption of modern DNA based technologies is thus required.
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